
Snow People Mini Quilts 
 

Appliqued and quilted in the hoop, these cheery snow people 
mini quilts will brighten all the little spaces in your home this 
winter. Hang them together or spread them out throughout 

your home. 
 

Materials and Cutting Instructions: 
 
6” x 10” (260 x 200) embroidery hoop or larger 
 
For each mini quilt:  (making 3 in class) 
 
1- 8” x 11” rectangle of snow printed quilting cotton 
1- 8” x 11” rectangle of white Kona® cloth or quilting cotton 
1- 8” x 11” rectangle of Battilizer® or low loft batting 
3 pieces of stabilizer to fit your hoop 
1- 2 ¼” strip of quilting cotton for binding cut the width of the fabric 
1- 6 3/8” x 3” rectangles of quilting fabric for quilt hanging sleeves 
Ackfeld Manufacturing 6” Snowflake Hanger 

 

Applique for Snowman 01: 
 
1- 8 ½” x 6” white cotton  
1- 3” x 5” red cloth  
 
Applique for Snowman 02: 
 
1- 6” x 5” white cotton  
1- 3” x 3” blue cotton  
 
Applique for Snowman 03: 
 
1-- 8” x 5” white cotton  
 
 

 

 

 



Instructions: 
Step 1: 
 
Hoop the stabilizer in your hoop. Place the batting on top of the stabilizer but not in the 
hoop. 
Assemble the fabrics and batting per the materials list above. 
 
Step 2: 
 
Run color stop (CS) 1 in white as a placement line for the fabric. 

Step 3: 
 
Place the snow print fabric and batting over the placement lines so that the 
fabric covers the placement line by ½” on all edges. Run CS 2 to tack. 
down the fabric. 
 
Step 4: 
 
Run CS 3 in white thread as a placement line for the body. 
 
Step 5: 
 
Position the snowman fabric over the placement line. Tack down the body with CS 4. 
 
Step 6: 

Remove the hoop from the machine, do not unhoop, and trim 
the applique right up next to the tack down stitches. 
 
Repeat Steps 4 through 6 to add 
the hat applique. 
 
 
Step 7: 
 
Follow the color sequences to complete the snow people until you get to 
CS20.  
 
Snowman #1: 
 
Run CS5 (silver) belly band. 
Run CS6 (silver) snowman. 
Run CS7 (red) heart. 



Run CS8 (brown) arms. 
Run CS9 (blue) scarf. 
Run CS10 (red) hat placement line, place hat fabric. 
Run CS11(red) tack down the hat fabric.  Remove hoop from the machine, do not 
unhoop, trim excess fabric. Return the hoop to the machine. 
Run CS12 (silver) headband and face outline. 
Run CS13 (black) eyes and mouth. 
Run CS14 (red) outline for hat. 
Run CS15 (blue) headband and hat accent. 
Run CS16 (copper) nose. 
Run CS17 (gray) lantern background. 
Run CS18 (gray) lantern frame. 
Run CS19 ( gold) flame. 
 
 
Step 8: 
 
Before you sew the last two CSs, remove the hoop from the 
machine, do not unhoop, and lie the hoop face down on a flat 
surface. Place the back fabric on the hoop covering the placement line 
by ½” on all sides. Tape in place. 
 
Return the hoop to the 
machine. Run the next to last CS to tack all the fabrics together. 
Run the final CS to quilt the block. 
 
 
 
Step 9: 
 
Remove the project from the hoop. Aligning the ¼” mark of a see 
through ruler along the final tack down stitches and trim all edges to 
a ¼” seam allowance. 
 
Step 10: 

Bind using your preferred method. 
 
Step 11: 
 
Attach a hanging sleeve ½” from the top edge of the mini quilt.   A strip of fabric 6 3/8” 
wide and 3” in width was used for the hanging sleeves on these mini 
quilts. 
 
 



Step 12: 
 
Pull on the ends of the quilt frame to release the wooden dowel and 
insert the dowel through the hanging sleeve. Reinsert the wire frame 
into the dowel end. 
 
Step 13:  
 
For the second and third snowman follow the steps below. 
 
Snowman #2 
 
Repeat steps 1 through 6 (CS1, CS2, CS3, CS4) 
 
Run CS5 (blue) placement line for hat, place hat fabric over placement line. 
Run CS6 (blue) tack down hat fabric. 
Run CS7 (brown) arms. 
Run CS8 (silver) snowman outline. 
Run CS9 (blue) scarf. 
Run CS10 (silver) face. 
Run CS11 (silver) scarf and hat accents. 
Run CS12 (red) heart. 
Run CS13 (blue) hat outline and scarf accent. 
Run CS14 (pink) cheeks. 
Run CS15 (copper) nose. 
Run CS16 (gold) stars. 
Run CS17 (black) eyes and mouth. 
 
Before you sew the last two CSs, remove the hoop from the 
machine, do not unhoop, and lie the hoop face down on a flat 
surface. Place the back fabric on the hoop covering the placement line 
by ½” on all sides. Tape in place. 
 
Return the hoop to the 
machine. Run the next to last CS to tack all the fabrics together. 
Run the final CS to quilt the block. 
 
Follow steps 8 through 13 to finish your block. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Snowman #3 
 
Repeat steps 1 through 6 (CS1, CS2, CS3, CS4). 
 
Run CS5 (blue) placement line for the hat, place hat fabric over the placement line. 
Run CS6 (blue) tack down hat fabric. 
Run CS7 (silver) snowman outline. 
Run CS8 (brown) branch. 
Run CS9 (brown) arm. 
Run CS10 (silver) hatband. 
Run CS11 (blue) hat outline and scarf outline 
Run CS12 (blue) hat outline. 
Run CS13 (copper) nose. 
Run CS14 (pink) cheeks. 
Run CS15 (red) bird. 
Run CS16 (gold) bird beak and flower. 
Run CS17 (black) bird accent, hat accent, scarf accent. 
Run CS18 (black) bird accent. 
 
Before you sew the last two CSs, remove the hoop from the 
machine, do not unhoop, and lie the hoop face down on a flat 
surface. Place the back fabric on the hoop covering the placement line 
by ½” on all sides. Tape in place. 
 
Return the hoop to the 
machine. Run the next to last CS to tack all the fabrics together. 
Run the final CS to quilt the block. 
 
Follow steps 8 through 13 to finish your block. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your Snow People Mini Quilt is complete! 


